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Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  2 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 
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     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  14 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  15 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  16 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  17 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  18 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  19 

100-90: Excellent,   80-70: Very Good,  60-50: Good,   40-10: Needs Improvement  
Average: ____________ 

Each question is rated on a scale of 1-10 or 1-20. Comments are appreciated. Please consider each item carefully 
and assign the highest scores only for unusual effective performance.   

 
Part 1:  Lesson Presentation       100____________ 

 
Topics Grading/10 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1.   Appears well-prepared for class and knows the course material    
well. 

10/______ 
 

2. Clearly states the goal or objective of the lesson. 10/______  

3. Speaks audibly and clearly and talks to the students, not to  
the board or windows. 

10/______ 
 

4. Explains new/difficult terms and concepts clearly and in     
     multiple ways. 

10/______ 
 

5. Uses a variety of appropriate “teaching” techniques to     
     maintain students’ interest and attentiveness (concentration). 
      (e.g., keeping eye contact, etc.) 

 
10/______ 

  

6. Uses humor appropriately to strengthen holding & interest  
and presents nonverbal gestures. 

10/______ 
 

7. Asks questions to students and listens to student questions &     
     comments and provides  practice time and treats class members     
      equitably and respectfully. 

10/______ 

 

8. Presents helpful audio- visual materials to support lesson  
     organization & major points AND demonstrates them clearly       
     visible to all students. 

10/______ 

 

9.  Uses board/overhead/smartboard successfully. 10/______  

10. Summarizes major points of lesson and paces (manages) lesson    
       the allowed time. 

10/______ 
 

Part 2: Use of Language:                                     100____________ 
 20 Weaknesses and Strengths 

1. Fluency: Communication between students and teachers  
    pleasantly affected. 

20/______ 
 

2. Vocabulary/Spelling: Vocabulary was used to express ideas  
     fluently. 

20/______ 
 

3. Grammar:  Grammar covered in class was used to  
     communicate effectively. No serious grammar mistakes arose  
    during the presentation.  

20/______ 

 

4. Pronunciation: Pronunciation was clear; no serious   
     problems arose.  

20/______ 
 

5. Classroom Language: The instructor used classroom language   
    appropriately and effectively. 

20/______ 
 

He/she can teach at:  a) Primary school  b) Secondary school     c) High school   d) He/she needs course 



Date: _______________       Instructor Evaluated: _________________________ Observer: _______________________ 

Grade: _______ Lesson: __________________ Topic: ___________________________ 

 

Additional Comments:  20 

 

 
 

 


